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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to form copper coin-embedded printed circuit board (PCB) for high heat dissipation.

Design/methodology/approach – Manufacturing optimization of copper coin-embedded PCB involved in the design and treatment of copper coin, resin flush removal and flatness control. Thermal simulation was used to investigate the effect of copper coin on heat dissipation of PCB products. Lead-free reflow soldering and thrust tests were used to characterize the reliable performance of copper coin-embedded PCB.

Findings – The copper coin-embedded PCB had good agreement with resin flush removal and flatness control. Thermal simulation results indicated that copper coin could significantly enhance the heat-dissipation rate by means of a direct contact with the high-power integrated circuit chip. The copper coin-embedded PCB exhibited a reliable structure capable of withstanding high-temperature reflow soldering and high thrust testing.

Originality/value – The use of a copper coin-embedded PCB could lead to higher heat dissipation for the stable performance of high-power electronic components. The copper coin-embedded method could have important potential for improving the design for heat dissipation in the PCB industry.
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1. Introduction

Multifunctional electronic devices with ultra-large-scale integration increase the requirements for rapid heat dissipation in printed circuit boards (PCB) with a growing interconnection density, as stable electrical performance and reliability are required during their high-power operation (Suppa, 2008; Chen et al., 2014a; Wang et al., 2009). Intensive drilling of holes and local thick copper plating are generally introduced into PCB manufacturing for thermal management but the interconnection density will be limited in designs with increasing holes and copper plating areas. Highly conductive inorganic fillers have also been added into insulating polymers to improve the heat dissipation, as most of the dielectric materials for PCBs are amorphous polymers with phonon scattering from numerous defects, leading to an extremely low thermal conductivity (Chen et al., 2013; Li et al., 2011; Jin et al., 2012). However, pure metals, with free electrons for rapid heat transport, possess such high thermal conductivities that metal plates can be used as heat sinks to significantly enhance the thermal design loads of PCBs (Chen et al., 2014b; Caisse et al., 2011; Buck, 1992). A PCB is
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usually bonded by means of an adhesive film with a whole metal plate as a bottom layer or a core inlayer to give a heat-dissipating construction (Wille, 2008; Cho and Hyeong, 2008) but this method can result in an increase both in the volume and weight of the PCB. In addition, a small size metal plate has been embedded into a PCB interior to promote heat dissipation (Cho, 2008), but heat could still be accumulated inside the PCB, thereby causing popcorning type problems. A small metal should be vertically inserted/embedded through all the layers of a PCB, so that heat could be immediately transferred from the component to the surrounding area of the PCB. In this way, a PCB with an embedded solid copper is proposed for a new design for thermal management.

In this work, a copper coin was embedded into the PCB system with a good manufacturing processes. The thermal behaviour of a copper coin-embedded PCB was simulated compared to that of a traditional PCB. The reliability of the copper coin-embedded PCB was also analyzed to investigate the stability of the structure.

2. Experiment

The manufacturing process of the copper coin-embedded PCB is outlined in Figure 1. Epoxy-glass material, copper foil and prepreg for the PCB laminates were stacked and riveted to form a laminate system after imaging and etching of the circuit patterns. Thereafter, a copper coin with a brown-oxide treatment was embedded into the window, which was routed in the above riveted laminate system. The laminate system with the copper coin was finally put into a hot press so that prepreg for bonding the laminates could fill into the interstices between the copper coin and the window during the curing process. The copper coin-embedded PCB was obtained after completely curing the prepreg. A scanning electron microscope and a metallographic microscope were used to observe the microstructure of the copper coin. Reliability testing of the copper coin-embedded PCB involved lead-free reflow soldering and thrust tests.

The thermal behaviour was simulated to investigate the heat dissipation of the copper coin-embedded PCB. Four integrated circuit (IC) chips with ball grid array packaging as the heat source were set at the surface of the copper coin-embedded PCB. The sizes of the above chips with powers of 0.8, 1.2, 1.0 and 1.3 W were 10 × 10 mm, 15 × 15 mm, 12 × 12 mm and 18 × 12 mm, respectively. The sizes of the embedded copper coins were the same as those of the corresponding IC chips. The copper coin-embedded PCB was about 700 μm in thickness. The model of the copper coin-embedded PCB was simplified for effective simulation using the following assumptions:

- through holes, microvias and circuit patterns could be neglected;
- thermal contact resistance between the IC chip and the PCB could be ignored;
- each layer of the PCB could be closely linked; and
- the IC chips could be considered as a steady heat source with uniform temperature distribution due to the extremely thin thickness of the IC chips compared to that of the PCB.

The thermal behaviour of a traditional PCB without the copper coins was also simulated for comparison.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Manufacturing optimization of the copper coin-embedded PCB

The design and surface roughness of the copper coin plays a significant role in the bonding stability of the copper coins when embedded in the PCB. As shown in Figure 2, the copper coin was designed as a ladder shape with a bump in the middle, so that the bump for preferentially absorbing heat from IC chips could generate a chucking structure with the routed window, while the planar construction of the copper coin could increase the effective contact area with the prepreg, thereby leading to an increase in the bonding strength with the PCB laminates after curing the prepreg. However, as illustrated in Figure 3a, the microstructure of the solid copper was still not rough enough, so that the bonding strength between the copper and epoxy resin of the prepreg could be weakened. The copper coin should be treated by surface roughing to enhance the bonding strength before the embedding process. Figure 3b shows that a rugged topography appeared at the surface of the copper coin after brown-oxide treatment, stemming from the synergistic effect of the microetching of the superficial copper and the generation of an organo-metallic complex coating (Bellakhel et al., 2000). In this way, the organo-metallic complex coating could enhance the interfacial connection between the inorganic solid copper and the organic epoxy resin. Hence, based on the special design and surface treatment of the copper.

Figure 2 Design of copper coin for embedding in PCB laminates
copper coin, the epoxy resin of the prepreg could contribute a strong adhesive strength to make the copper coin tightly bond with the PCB laminate.

During hot pressing for the lamination of the PCB system, the epoxy resin of the prepreg could be extruded from the interstices between the copper coin and the routing window, thereby generating resin flush at the surface of the copper foil, as shown in Figure 4a. However, the formation of circuit patterns could be hindered due to the presence of resin flush. Hence, a green solder resist ink with a 5-10 μm thickness was deposited beforehand on the surface of the copper foil using a silk screen printing method. Thereafter, the interstices between the copper coin and the PCB laminate was exposed to let resin flush out during the hot pressing for curing the prepreg. After stripping the solder resist ink with a NaOH solution at 80°C for 40 min, resin flush removal could also be carried out to reveal a clean copper surface, as shown in Figure 4b.

The flatness between the copper coin and the PCB system should also be considered because uneven heat distribution around the routing window would induce PCB bow/twist during hot pressing. Thin copper plates with a smaller size than the copper coin were used to cover the surface of the copper coin for steady heat distribution and for prevention of vertical movement of the copper coin during lamination. In this way, the height difference between the copper coin and the PCB system was 10.7 μm at the top layer and 8.1 μm at the bottom layer, as shown in Table I. Such small height differences indicated that the copper coin-embedded PCB exhibited good flatness between the copper coin and the PCB system.

Electroless nickel/immersion gold deposition and solder resist ink printing were thereafter preformed to give the finished copper coin-embedded PCB. It was found, in Figure 5, that the PCB product exhibited good embedding quality of the copper coin, with optimized manufacturing, design and pre-treatment of the copper coin, resin flush removal and flatness control between the copper coin and the PCB system.

Figure 3 (a) Surface morphology of copper coin before brown-oxide treatment; (b) and after brown-oxide treatment

Figure 4 (a) PCB with resin flush; (b) and without resin flush after hot-press lamination
3.2 Thermal dissipation simulation of a copper coin-embedded PCB

During the steady thermal simulation, a PCB with IC chips as a heat source worked in the following environment; a temperature of 25°C and a natural convection flow with a convection coefficient of 20 Wm⁻²K⁻¹. Figure 6 displays the three-dimensional structure and temperature distribution of the copper coin-embedded PCB, compared with the case for a

**Table 1** Height difference between copper coin and PCB system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Top flatness</th>
<th>Bottom flatness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross section</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height difference (µm)</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5** PCB system with a well-embedded copper coin

**Figure 6** (a) Thermal simulation of traditional PCB; (b) and a copper coin-embedded PCB
traditional PCB. It was found that the traditional PCB and the copper coin-embedded PCB both exhibited the same trend of temperature; the working temperature decreased from the IC chips to the PCB edge. However, the presence of the high thermally conductive copper coin could result in faster heat dissipation around the corresponding IC chip. The maximal working temperature of the PCB with an embedded copper coin reached $54.2°C$ (Figure 6b), $3.2°C$ lower than that of the traditional PCB (Figure 6a). In addition, the heat diffusive area of the PCB was enlarged, thereby avoiding heat accumulation in a limited area surrounding the IC chip. This meant that the copper coin in a PCB could contribute to high heat transport towards the surrounding area and the ambient environment with the direct contact between the copper coin and the IC chip.

Transient temperature variation was also simulated to investigate the thermal diffusion of the PCB. The temperature trend of the IC chip with $1.3 W$ was recorded as a function of time. As illustrated in curve a of Figure 7, the traditional PCB had a significant increase in temperature from 0 to 80 s, but the increase in rate slowed down after 80 s. This was ascribed to the low heat dissipation of the IC chip towards the surrounding PCB material. In this way, the final temperature of the IC chip in a traditional PCB at 300 s was $56.9°C$ in the condition of thermal diffusion equilibrium and steady working of the IC chip. However, the temperature for the same IC chip in a copper coin-embedded PCB reached stability in 50s, as shown in Curve b of Figure 7. The final temperature of the IC chip in the copper coin-embedded PCB gradually increased to $49.2°C$ at 300 s, $7.7°C$ lower than the case for the traditional PCB. The copper coin provided a highly thermally conductive medium for the IC chip to efficiently transport heat, so that the IC chip exhibited a smaller final temperature and a quicker heat steady state.

The effect of different convection coefficients on temperature variation was also simulated to investigate the performance of the copper coin on heat dissipation. The maximal temperature of the same IC chips in a traditional PCB and a copper coin-embedded PCB both decreased as the increment of the convection coefficients, as shown in Figure 8. However, a copper coin-embedded PCB with high heat dissipation exhibited a smaller temperature than a traditional PCB at the same convection coefficient. The temperature difference of the copper coin-embedded PCB and the traditional PCB reached $3°C$ at the convection coefficient of $150 Wm^{-2}K^{-1}$. Thus, it was also found that the copper coin could enhance heat transport with the increase of the convection coefficient.

In summary, the results of the thermal simulation indicated that the presence of a copper coin could lead to improvement of the heat conduction. In this way, a copper coin-embedded PCB product could provide good working conditions with a lower system temperature for electronic components, thereby improving the performance of a PCB system with high-power IC chips.

### 3.3 Reliable characterization of copper coin-embedded PCB

During lead-free reflow soldering tests, PCBs can exhibit the popcornning problem between layers due to thermal shock (Guojun and Tay, 2005). Although an embedded copper coin changed the structure of the traditional system, it could also act as a thermal conductor to decrease the heat accumulation in a PCB, thereby helping to avoid popcornning problems. According to the cross-section micrographs in Figure 9, the popcorn problem was apparently not found in the copper coin-embedded PCB system after lead-free reflow soldering testing. On the other hand, the bonding strength of the cured prepreg between the layers was still high enough to maintain the stable structure of the copper coin-embedded PCB.

Thrust was applied to the surface of the bump of the copper coin to characterize the bonding strength of the copper coin with the epoxy of the prepreg. The applied thrust was increased to gradually break the copper coin away from the PCB system during the first stage, as shown in Figure 10. However, the thrust remained the same, at about $90 N$, in the displacement of the copper coin ranging from 0.3 to 0.6 mm. Molecular chains in the epoxy could be transferred to orient their texture along the thrust direction to resist the deformation of the viscous force for the copper coin. Hence, the resistive force from the epoxy could be

![Figure 8](image_url)
equal to the applied thrust at the copper coin during the second stage. At the next stage, the thrust continued to significantly increase because the obstacle of polymeric strong networks was finally broken. The copper coin was completely separated from the PCB system when the thrust reached about 340 N. This revealed that the bonding strength for the copper coin was high enough to meet the requirements of a stable combination in a PCB system.

4. Conclusions

The manufacture of a copper coin-embedded PCB was optimized to prevent the occurrence of resin flush and to carry out flatness control between the copper coin and the PCB system. Thermal simulation results indicated that the copper coin could significantly enhance the heat-dissipation rate when in direct contact with a high-power IC chip. The copper coin-embedded PCB exhibited a reliable structure capable of withstanding high-temperature reflow soldering and high thrust testing.
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